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The Symphonic Fugal Finale 

from Mozart to Bruckner1

Despite the prestige accrued by the Finale of Mozart’s ‘Jupiter’ Symphony for its virtuosic

conflation of sonata form and fugal procedures, there is scarcely a single symphony in the

nineteenth century that adopts its precedent directly. The sovereign exception is the Finale

of Bruckner’s Fifth Symphony. This article offers a comparative analysis of the two move-

ments, tracing structural similarities and divergences, and evaluating the interaction of

form and counterpoint in each case. It also clarifies Bruckner’s relationship with the

‘Jupiter’, and suggests a broad historical context for the fugal finale in the aftermath of

Beethoven.

Introduction
I begin with a remark on the Finale of the ‘Jupiter’ Symphony from Georges de Saint-
Foix’s The Symphonies of Mozart:

‘With a sovereign grace, eloquence and force, the master in his thirty-second year gath-
ers up all the elements his most glorious predecessors have used and reveals to us all that
music has achieved up to his time, and what it will do nearly a hundred years later.’2

Notwithstanding the formidable reputation that the ‘Jupiter’ Finale has acquired, per-
haps one of the most surprising aspects of its reception history is the paucity of sym-
phonic attempts at its emulation. In the century after the ‘Jupiter’s’ composition, there is
scarcely a single canonical finale that revisits its fusion of sonata and fugal procedures as
a strategy for completing a symphony. Certainly the model is not adopted by Beethoven,
and in the corpus of symphonies by Berlioz, Schumann, Liszt, Brahms, Dvo`́rák,
Tchaikovsky, Borodin, Rimsky-Korsakov, Franck and many others there is not a single
finale that takes up its challenge.3 Mendelssohn’s evident preoccupation with the ‘Jupiter’
in his early string symphonies did not transfer into the mature symphonies, the confla-
tions of fugue and cantata, and chorale prelude and sonata form in the finales of the
Second and Fifth symphonies, being as close as he got. To address Saint-Foix’s comments
directly, it seems that, at least as far as the development of the symphony is concerned,
what music ‘will do nearly a hundred years later’ in response to the ‘Jupiter’ Finale is, for
the most part, avoid it.

In general, nineteenth-century composers confined their most blatant attempts to
imitate the ‘Jupiter’ to the realm of chamber music, reacting in no small measure to the
Finale’s plentiful antecedents in that field, from Haydn’s Op. 20 quartets to Mozart’s own
G major Quartet, K. 387. Following on from Op. 59 No. 3, Beethoven deployed the fugal
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2 Georges de Saint-Foix, The Symphonies of Mozart, trans. Lesley Orrey, London 1947, p. 177.

3 The Finale of the ‘Eroica’ Symphony cannot really be considered in this context, since its fugal elements are

episodes within a variation structure, rather than devices integrated into a sonata form.
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finale with increasing frequency as his late style approached, the Cello Sonata Op. 102
No. 2, the Opp. 106 and 110 piano sonatas and the Grosse Fuge being the principal exam-
ples, although in all of these cases except Op. 59 No. 3 sonata form is usurped by fugue
rather than integrated with it. These works, in turn, have their most famous successors
in the finales of Mendelssohn’s Octet, Schumann’s Piano Quintet, and Brahms’s E minor
Cello Sonata and F major String Quintet. More broadly, fugato often finds its way into
nineteenth-century sonata-type movements in multiple genres as a topos of develop-
ment, where development sections take on fugal attributes almost as self-contained
episodes. Liszt exploited this practice in the B minor Piano Sonata; subsequently, Russian
composers seemed especially keen to adopt it, the finales of Tchaikovsky’s First and
Third symphonies, the ‘Manfred’ Symphony and String Quartet No. 2, and after that the
first movement of Rachmaninov’s First Symphony and the Finale of his Third, compris-
ing prominent instances. But symphonic finales that raise fugato from a developmental
or textural device to a formal principle remain scarce.4

Resolving the question of why this should be is not a straightforward matter. It is
insufficient simply to cite the prestige of the Mozartian model, or the technical difficul-
ties it bequeathed, as the sources of neglect. At the very least, we would have to take into
account changes in the status and function of counterpoint between the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries. For a composer of the late eighteenth century, the learned style
functioned within a network of topoi, which collectively defined musical practice and
established a discursive common ground. To ramify fugue and sonata principles was to
exploit a particular discourse arising from the total fund of topical and rhetorical
devices. For nineteenth-century composers, however, this fund as a whole became a rei-
fied emblem of tradition, in relation to which composers’ individual styles stood dialec-
tically as models of innovation or an emerging notion of modernity.

In this context, counterpoint was no longer simply an available topic, but took on two
fresh aesthetic burdens. Primarily, it became an expression of historicism: nineteenth-
century style acquired the authority of tradition through recourse to the styles and tech-
niques of the past. In addition, counterpoint comprised the locus of what might be
termed the anxiety of artifice, forming the central component of a general ‘crisis in the
teaching of musical craftsmanship’, as Carl Dahlhaus described it.5 The mastery of coun-
terpoint as a traditional marker of musical technique was effectively divorced from the
development of style, but persisted as a symbol of musical competence, and therefore
had to be reintegrated into composition as a guarantee of artifice. The compulsion that
drove Schumann to the repeated study of counterpoint, personified in the figure of
Master Raro, or Bruckner’s dogged insistence on completing his lessons in strict compo-
sition with Simon Sechter between 1857 and 1861, constitute extreme manifestations of
this phenomenon. In these terms, the nineteenth-century Bach and Palestrina revivals
functioned not only as signifiers of a changed relationship with the musical past, but also
as evidence of a need to consolidate traditional models of musical technique, which
could be absorbed as the artificial anchorage for innovation.

These issues combined with the formidable influence of the Beethovenian legacy,
which was nowhere more prevalent than in the composition of symphonies. Beethoven’s
choices as a symphonist bore directly upon those made both by the generation of 1810
and of the 1830s and 1840s; Mozart’s, it seems, did not, or at least they proved influen-
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4 The Finale of Saint-Saëns’s ‘Organ’ Symphony of 1886 constitutes another possible example, although

fugue is much more weakly represented in that movement that in the Finale of Bruckner’s Fifth.

5 See Carl Dahlhaus, Nineteenth-century Music, trans. J. Bradford Robinson, Berkeley 1989, p. 27.
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tial more as part of a reified tradition than a living historical imperative. In these terms,
the symphonic fugal finale recedes as a formal strategy because it could not be traced to
a Beethovenian symphonic precedent, a situation that did not obtain in the domains of
chamber music and the instrumental sonata.

The sovereign exception in all of this is Bruckner’s Fifth Symphony, the Finale of
which presents a conflation of sonata, double fugue and chorale prelude on a scale and
level of complexity that almost single-handedly compensates for the dearth of such
strategies in the contemporaneous repertoire. Although the work responds in multiple
ways to Beethoven, evidence strongly suggests that the ‘Jupiter’ may also have been a con-
scious model for Bruckner. A comparative analysis of the two movements, which draws
out the relationship between counterpoint and form in each case, may help to shed fresh
light on Bruckner’s Finale, whilst also clarifying aspects of Mozart’s symphonic legacy.

Mozart: ‘Jupiter’ Symphony, Finale
The body of literature on the ‘Jupiter’ Finale is considerable. Its contrapuntal nature, in
particular, has been exhaustively scrutinised, from Simon Sechter’s seminal study of 1843
to the work of Leonard Ratner, Stefan Kunze, Neal Zaslaw, Elaine Sisman, Simon Keefe
and Daniel Chua, who have variously stressed its combinatorial, formal, extra-musical,
rhetorical, dialogical and ‘chemical’ aspects.6 It is not my aim here to try to add anything
substantial to these readings, but rather to isolate the elements of the movement’s design
that have a bearing on Bruckner’s Finale. Specifically, two issues are crucial: the question
of how contrapuntal and sonata-type strategies interact; and the question of whether the
quintuple invertible fugue with which the movement famously ends constitutes a telos in
the nineteenth-century sense, and consequently whether or not Mozart has converted
the eighteenth-century lieto fine into a proto-Brucknerian end-directed symphonic
structure.

It becomes rapidly apparent that, in dealing with these matters, the simple juxtapo-
sition of fugue and sonata does scant justice to the Finale’s complexities. In the first
place, as Sisman observes, the straight distinction between fugal and classical, or in her
terms ‘galant’, materials is insufficient; rather, we need additionally to distinguish types
of fugal practice, and in particular ‘galant counterpoint’, as Sisman calls it, which corre-
sponds to the contrapuntal working out of stylistically ‘classical’ material, from genuine
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Symphony, Cambridge 1993; Simon Keefe, ‘The Orchestral Music’ in: Simon Keefe (ed.), The Cambridge

Companion to Mozart, Cambridge 2003, pp. 92-104; Daniel Chua, Absolute Music and the Construction of

Meaning, Cambridge 1999, pp. 199-208. Chua’s ‘chemical’ analogy arises in relating the classical style to the

development of chemistry in eighteenth-century science. The mixture of disparate elements in classical top-

ical discourse and their development through thematic process reflects ‘the age when chemistry itself

became a science’ (p. 202). He regards the interplay of galant and contrapuntal topics in the Finale of the

‘Jupiter’ in these terms.
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‘learned style’, which accords with earlier baroque or stile antico devices.7 It is, moreover,
an essential characteristic of the movement that these distinctions are fluid. There is, in
other words, no strict division of themes along topical lines; instead, they migrate
between topical contexts. The double presentation of the first theme in the exposition –
as ‘galant’ subject in bars 1-35 and as stile antico fugue in bars 36-52 – makes this plain.
Sometimes, Mozart presents two topical contexts at once. The nonchalant singing-style
presentation of the second theme in bars 74-86 is also an instance of ars combinatoria,
three of the other themes that form the substance of the fugal coda being present.

We also need to parse the kinds of contrapuntal presentation that Mozart applies before
their structural functions can be explained. These are essentially of three kinds: firstly,
stile antico, in which the whole-note subject is elaborated by free counterpoint; second,
ars canonica, in which material is combined with itself; and lastly ars combinatoria, in
which material is combined with other material. These of course coexist with a fourth
category, specifically non-contrapuntal presentation, which for the present purposes can
be described under the general term ‘galant’. Example 1 identifies the five principal
themes; Table 1 charts their distribution across the form and the categories of presenta-
tion they inhabit.

The table makes several things clear. Primarily, there is an intimate relationship
between the articulation of form, the distribution of themes, and the choice of contra-
puntal context. The rotational first group, which reinterprets its initial ‘galant’ material
as learned counterpoint, reveals this most straightforwardly; however we see as the
movement proceeds that every significant change of formal function is marked by a shift
in the relationship between thematic process and contrapuntal category. Thus the point
at which the modulation to V is initiated in the transition coincides with the introduc-
tion of t3 in stretto (see Example 2).
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7 See Sisman, Mozart: The ‘Jupiter’ Symphony, pp. 69-71.

Example 1

Mozart, ‘Jupiter’ Symphony, Finale: Classification of themes.
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Similarly, although both the first rotation of the first group and the transition conclude
with t2, in the latter instance the consolidation of V of V also sees the first revelation of
t2’s capacity for imitation, as Example 3 shows. The consolidating function of t2 surfaces
again at the end of the exposition, where it occurs in free imitation reinforcing the struc-
tural cadence in the dominant.
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Table 1

Mozart, ‘Jupiter’ Symphony, Finale: Synopsis of form.
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61

t3

57

53
t1a

t3

Example 2

Mozart, ‘Jupiter’ Symphony, Finale. Stretto of t3 initiates structural modulation.

The modulation to V begins in bar 56.

64

b)

23

19

a)

Example 3

Mozart, ‘Jupiter’ Symphony, Finale. Structural functions of t2:

a) t2 articulates final part of first rotation of first theme.

b) t2 in stretto consolidates V of V.
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Possibly the most spectacular example of this practice occurs in the transition in the
recapitulation of the first group, bars 233-271, part of which is given in Example 4. The
passage effectively condenses the exposition’s double presentation of the first theme into
a single unit. The linking sequence facilitating this is constructed around t1a, given as a
modulating canon at the fifth between the first and second violins. This cedes to the
exposition’s transition material based on t3 at bar 253, but the sections are neatly dove-
tailed, because the anacrustic entry of t3 in the bass overlaps with the second half of t1a
in the first violins, which is in itself only completed by the answering interjection of t3
in bar 254. The extraordinary effect of this passage results not only from the rhetorical
impact of its mounting chromaticism, which Sisman has cited as an example of Kant’s
mathematical sublime, but also from the interaction of counterpoint, thematic process
and tonal function.8 Motif t3 takes over at precisely the point when the chromatic digres-
sion is pulled back towards the tonic, and this has the effect of reversing the function of
the parallel passage in the exposition, where the stretto on t3 initiates the modulation to
V. Neither is the preceding chromaticism as wayward as its immediate aural impression
suggests, being directed by a 10-10 linear descent from F to C in the outer parts. Mozart
alights from the sequence when it has reached a point at which the transposition of the
transition might ensue.

The broader formal functions of the types of counterpoint and galant style are also
revealed in Table 1. Mozart deploys ars combinatoria only twice before the coda, in the
two presentations of the second theme, and stile antico only once, to distinguish the con-
trapuntal first theme from its galant predecessor. The greater portion of the movement
is concerned with stretto and the possibilities of imitation, a technique to which four of
the five themes yield. The distribution of these devices is formally strategic. The combi-
nation of themes articulates, and indeed justifies the presence of, the coda, and therefore
Mozart withholds it from other parts of the form. At the other end of the movement, stile
antico functions only as a marker of contrapuntal intent, revealing nothing of t1a’s
properties or its relationships with other themes; it is thus quite naturally discarded after
the first group. Ars canonica, then, is the principal agent of thematicism in the sonata
form, and carries the main burden of development. Mozart distributes the revelation of
his themes’ imitative properties very shrewdly. The stretti on t2 in the development, for
instance, are not ‘futile alternations’ caught between the rhetoric of galant and learned
styles, as Sisman contends, but expose previously unrevealed imitative potential as part
of an unfolding developmental strategy: stretto in four parts in bars 172-186; stretto by
inversion in four parts in dialogue with t1a in bars 187-201; stretto rectus and inversus,
again in dialogue with t1a, in bars 201-206. Similarly, the bridge passage linking the start
of the coda to the five-part fugato in bars 357-371 exploits further properties of t2 and
t1a for the first time: t2 occurs simultaneously with its inversion; t1a appears inverted
and in thirds, imitating at a two-bar distance. Lastly, the galant style has three main func-
tions: it is expository, as in the start of the movement; it is post-cadential, this being its
principal function in the closing sections and at the end; and it is transitional, as in the
opening section of the development.

In sum, we might, as a result of this analysis, question the extent to which this move-
ment really is grounded in a dichotomy of sonata and fugue. This is not to contest the
truism that both sonata and fugue are present within the form, but to suggest that their
straightforward antithesis is questionable. It seems more constructive to make a distinc-
tion between contrapuntal processes that are integrated into the sonata design, and con-
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t1a (tail)
t3

extension of first-rotation tutti ends transposition of transition begins

etc.

t3
V7 of IV IV
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246

Example 4

Mozart, ‘Jupiter’ Symphony, Finale: Transition in recapitulation.
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trapuntal processes that are not. The real opposition, in other words, is between stretto
and ars combinatoria, since imitation becomes the main vehicle of development
throughout the movement, and a key factor in articulating the form, whereas the com-
bination of themes is primarily a property of the coda; and codas, at least according to
the Schenkerian model, occur by definition after the action of the fundamental structure
is completed. We might also question whether the coda really does evince the birth of the
teleological symphonic finale. The concealment and revelation of the themes’ capacity
for combination is not of itself a teleological device in the post-Beethovenian sense. The
formal goal towards which many nineteenth-century symphonies progress is a decisive
moment of structural resolution, to which the entire piece contributes; Mozart’s combi-
natorial fugue, in contrast, is really an extended post-cadential device, serving to prolong
the tonic after it has been secured by the recapitulation. The fugue may tie up a thread
of contrapuntal possibility not exploited during the sonata form, but this does not mean
that it functions as a point of structural resolution. After all, the concealment of thematic
combination is not in itself a source of structural tension. Despite its evident formal
expansionism, the Finale may not be as heavily end-directed as its nineteenth-century
compositional reception implies. The lieto fine is still very much a part of its aesthetic.9

Bruckner: Symphony No. 5, Finale
Bruckner’s Fifth Symphony is, in many ways, a landmark composition. Alongside
Brahms’s First Symphony, completed two years earlier, it represents one of the mile-
stones of what Carl Dahlhaus calls ‘the second age of the symphony’; that is, the sym-
phony in the aftermath of Wagnerian music drama, Lisztian programme music and
Franz Brendel’s music-historical dialectics.10 It also occupies a unique place in
Bruckner’s oeuvre, consolidating practices tortuously evolved in the Second, Third and
Fourth symphonies and pointing towards the monumental achievements of his later
style. With the exception of the Ninth, which remained incomplete at his death in 1896,
it was the only one of Bruckner’s numbered symphonies that he never heard, either
whole or in part. The work is additionally singular because Bruckner never revised it. It
was put aside after completion in 1878, and was only resurrected in the 1890s thanks to
the efforts of Franz Schalk, who organised and conducted the première, which the com-
poser was unable to attend.11 In sharp contrast to the autograph’s uncomplicated cir-
cumstances, the first edition, published six months before the composer’s death and
edited by Schalk, offers easily the most extreme instance of editorial intervention, which,
given the manifold and infamous divergences between Bruckner’s autograph scores and
many of the early publications, is no small achievement.
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9 Here I diverge from Michael Talbot, who regards both the ‘Jupiter’ and Bruckner’s Fifth as examples of the

‘summative finale’, despite noting ‘relaxant’ characteristics in Mozart’s material; see Michael Talbot, The

Finale in Western Instrumental Music, Oxford 2001, pp. 81-105. As I hope to make clear, the presence in both

movements of cumulative contrapuntal processes conceals crucial differences in the relationship between

counterpoint and form. 

10 See Nineteenth-century Music, pp. 265-76. Dahlhaus’ historical model has proved controversial; for a con-

sideration of its reception, and a useful critique, see Walter Frisch, Brahms: The Four Symphonies, 

New Haven 2003, pp. 5-12.

11 For an account of the first performance of the Fifth Symphony and its reception, see Crawford Howie, Anton

Bruckner: A Documentary Biography. Vol. II: Trial, Tribulation and Triumph in Vienna, Lampeter 2002, 

pp. 685-89.
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Table 2

Bruckner, Symphony No. 5, Finale: Synopsis of form.
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The Symphony is linked to the ‘Jupiter’ not only by the fact of its fugal finale, but also by
the evidence regarding Bruckner’s reception of Mozart. It is known, for example, that,
along with the Requiem, the ‘Jupiter’ was one of the works by Mozart that Bruckner
regarded most highly, and had studied in most detail. In a recent article dealing with
Bruckner’s analytical notes on the Requiem, Timothy Jackson has highlighted the com-
poser’s relationship with the ‘Jupiter’ Finale, pointing out allusions to its first theme in
the Finale of the Eighth Symphony, and noting the correspondence between the confla-
tion of themes at the end of the Eighth and the Jupiter’s culminating fugue.12 We also
know that Bruckner was familiar with Sechter’s analysis of the ‘Jupiter’ Finale. Bruckner,
of course, was possibly Sechter’s most famous student, and the principal recipient of his
theoretical legacy. Sechter’s approach to the Finale clearly influenced Bruckner’s com-
mentary on the Requiem, especially in its preoccupation with distinguishing between
doubling and parallelism.13

Although Jackson is quite right to point out the similarities between the ‘Jupiter’ and
Bruckner’s Eighth Symphony, in terms of formal design its influence is much more per-
vasive in the Finale of the Fifth. The principal point of divergence is that whereas Mozart
deploys fugue as a distinct texture in subordinate areas of the form – as an adjunct to the
first theme and in the coda – Bruckner associates it with entire formal regions. As Table 2
explains, there are three fugues distributed throughout the movement, the first constitut-
ing the first theme group, the second and third collectively making up the development
and the start of the recapitulation. The function of the third fugue is to combine the mate-
rial of fugues one and two, revealing that Bruckner’s ambition is not just to integrate
sonata form with combinatorial and imitative counterpoint, but to achieve the fusion of
sonata and double fugue. Contrapuntal combination is also a prominent feature of the
third group in the reprise, where the first theme of the Finale is combined with the first
theme of the first movement, although this is not couched directly in fugal terms.
Bruckner also saves one baroque device for the end that Mozart does not employ, the coda
comprising a chorale prelude on the subject of fugue 2. These themes, and their combi-
nations, are summarised in example 5.

At the same time, a clear residue of Mozart’s practice is evident in Bruckner’s habit of
delineating the form through topical association. Table 2 elucidates this. The distinction
between ‘galant’ and ‘learned’ counterpoint survives in Bruckner’s strategy for distin-
guishing fugues 1 and 2: the first subject consists of a march, the second of a chorale. The
opposition of secular and sacred, which is a consistent feature of Bruckner’s mature sym-
phonic style, is here articulated as a dichotomy of fugal types and formal regions.14 As a
result, fugue 3 not only unites previously distinct subjects, but also their associated top-
ics and opposed extra-musical connotations.
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12 See Timothy L. Jackson, ‘Bruckner’s Oktaven: The Problem of Consecutives, Doubling and Orchestral Voice

Leading’ in: Crawford Howie, Paul Hawkshaw and Timothy L. Jackson, eds, Perspectives on Anton Bruckner,

Aldershot 2001, pp. 30-66, and especially pp. 34-36.

13 See for instance Sechter, ‘Analysis of the Finale of Mozart’s Symphony No. [41] in C [K. 551 (‘Jupiter’)]’, 

pp. 92-93.
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Role of Disjunction: A Semiotic Approach to Form and Meaning in the Fourth and Fifth Symphonies’ in:

Perspectives on Anton Bruckner, pp. 145-184, and also Julian Horton, Bruckner’s Symphonies: Analysis,

Reception and Cultural Politics, Cambridge 2004, pp. 26-63.
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The Finale also betrays parallels with Mozart’s practices in the interaction of form and
thematic process. Fugues 1 and 2 effectively perform opposed formal functions. Fugue 1
is the first theme group, and therefore its principal function is the statement of material.
Fugue 2, in contrast, is concerned entirely with the development of existing material, the
subject having been introduced in the closing section of the exposition, where it appears
as an unadorned chorale. In brief, the first fugue is expository, the second developmental.
In combining the two subjects and their affiliated topics, fugue 3 consequently attempts
the integration of two kinds of thematic treatment. As with so many of Bruckner’s formal
strategies, we are, I think, justified in regarding this as a dialectical structural model:
fugues 1 and 2 convey antithetical notions of thematic presentation, which fugue 3 then
attempts to synthesise. Yet because fugue 3 is in itself developmental, the decisive moment
of synthesis is deferred until the start of the recapitulation. In the fortissimo tutti combi-
nation of the two fugue subjects from bar 374, the chorale is no longer an agent of devel-
opment, but coincides with the first theme in a region of the form normally associated
with thematic stability. The extraordinary textural and thematic liquidation that follows
in bars 378-96 constitutes the dissolution and exhaustion of a thematic process, in the
aftermath of the decisive resolution of its motivating dialectical tension. The dichotomy
in the ‘Jupiter’ between stretto as a developmental technique and combination as a fram-
ing device resurfaces here as a structural dialectic of fugal statement and fugal develop-
ment that is rigorously integrated into the sonata design.

Within fugue 3, some remarkable contrapuntal gymnastics take place. Table 3 sum-
marises the fugue’s structure and outlines the treatment of themes. There are sixteen
entries including the point of recapitulation, twelve of which involve both subjects.
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first theme, first movement

Third group, recapitulation
Combination of first theme, first movement and fugue 1 subject

Fugue subject 1 (march)

Fugue subject 2 (chorale)

Fugue 3 (combination)

Example 5

Bruckner, Symphony No. 5, Finale: Fugue subjects and combinations.
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Table 3

Bruckner, Symphony No. 5, Finale: Fugues, entry structure.
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Entries 1-6, 8-9, 10-11, and 13-14 comprise subject and answer pairs, whereas 7, 12, 15
and 16 stand alone. As the fugue proceeds, the contrapuntal detail of the entries becomes
progressively more elaborate. In entry 9, analysed in Example 6, subject 1 enters in inver-
sion in the cellos and basses, and is followed by the viola in stretto at the half bar and at
the interval of a fifth. All the surrounding material here is also derived from subject one.
The flutes and oboes play the Hauptmotiv of the inversion a crotchet after the subject in
the bass, and an octave above the stretto entry of the viola. Simultaneously, and at the
same pitch, the second violins set off with the subject rectus, the tail of which is then var-
ied in bar 312, and the first violins follow this in a loose stretto two beats later and a sixth
higher. The horns and first trumpet embellish all of this with the subject’s opening
octave leap, given both as rectus and inversus, and sometimes intervallically varied.

Entry 13, summarised in Example 7, consists of subject 1 rectus in the bass and inver-
sus in the second violins a crotchet later and minor third higher, followed in stretto at the
half bar by the viola a minor sixth higher, while the trombones intone subject 2, and the
other parts persist with motivic elements of subject 1 either rectus or inversus. All the
entries in the fugue are constructed in a similar way: they present subject 1 either alone
or in stretto, both as rectus and inversus, often simultaneously combining it with subject
2 or its inversion, and supplying the remaining material from the fund of motifs pro-
vided by subject 1. The episodes are no less contrapuntally dense. Bars 313-23, for
instance, are constructed from a quadruple stretto on the inversion of subject 1’s
Hauptmotiv, whilst bars 333-8 comprise the same motif in stretto rectus and inversus.

The dialectical character of Bruckner’s thematic process points to a wider issue that
differentiates this movement from Mozart: it is relentlessly teleological. The dialectic of
statement and development that is resolved at the start of the recapitulation participates
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Violin I
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Example 6

Bruckner, Symphony No. 5, Finale: Fugue 3, entry 9.
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in a broader process that spans the entire work, the resolution of which occupies the
remainder of the form. On the largest scale, the Symphony is constructed around the
pairing of the outer and inner movements. The first movement and Finale form a group,
not only because they share material, but also because a similar harmonic property
inflects the first theme of the first movement and the Finale’s fugue subjects. The first
theme of the first movement mixes the major and minor modes on B� and feints towards
G�, thus emphasising the flattened neighbour note above the dominant. Both fugue sub-
jects are also characterised by semitonal inflections: the first elaborates the neighbour-
note pattern B�-C�-B�; the second initially reinterprets the C� as a tonic, pivoting back to
B� at its conclusion. The tonal consequences of these properties pervade the entire
Symphony, and only begin to unravel in the reprise of the third group in the Finale,
where Bruckner effectively inserts a second development, exploring the combination of
the principal themes from the two outer movements. In the coda, the three themes are
worked together, commencing in B� and pivoting around the magisterial entry of the
chorale in C� before culminating on a tonic pedal at bar 614, above which elements of all
three subjects are variously present. The coda thus elaborates a vast composing out of the
chromatic neighbour-note pattern as a large-scale bass motion.
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Bruckner, Symphony No. 5, Finale: Fugue 3, entry 13.
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Conclusion
Comparison of the final movements of Mozart’s ‘Jupiter’ Symphony and Bruckner’s
Fifth opens up numerous avenues of enquiry. In the first place, it raises important issues
concerning the relationship between counterpoint and form in a symphonic context,
and about how this relationship changes over time. Mozart deploys counterpoint in the
‘Jupiter’ as one possible element of a total style, which is the sum of topical, expressive,
formal and technical devices. No such stylistic universality was available to Bruckner,
who rather sought the integration of counterpoint and sonata form with the twofold aim
of consolidating the authority of artifice in a highly individuated symphonic composi-
tion, and of ramifying super-structural material relationships in an end-directed formal
scheme. At the same time, striking parallels arise in the interaction of counterpoint and
form. Mozart’s separation of stretto and combination, and the distribution of imitative
possibilities, contribute to a carefully conceived strategy using contrapuntal categories to
articulate formal processes. In Bruckner’s hands, this idea is redeployed as a dialectic of
contrapuntal statement and contrapuntal development, which is overcome via the
agency of stretto and combination, as the means by which fugue 3 clears the way for the
recapitulation.

The analysis also isolates a specific line of reception that has received relatively little
attention. Although Beethoven will always, and quite rightly, be the first consideration in
tracing Bruckner’s symphonic antecedents, in truth each of the symphonies constitutes
a complex mosaic of structural, procedural and material allusions, which, although con-
tributing to the resolution of a post-Beethovenian compositional problem, nevertheless
embraces a remarkable diversity of sources. In this regard, the Finale of the Fifth
Symphony could be understood as an attempted synthesis of Beethovenian and
Mozartian models. The relation of the outer movements and the overwhelmingly end-
directed character of the structure reveal Bruckner’s debt to Beethoven; the symphonic
fusion of fugue and sonata, on the other hand, is patently Mozartian. In general, much
more needs to be done to uncover the allusive complexity of this repertoire in relation
to classical and earlier influences.15 The lines of symphonic influence that, so to speak,
circumnavigate Beethoven have a contributory but nonetheless significant claim on our
attention.
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15 This state of affairs stands in contrast to the plentiful studies tracing the reception of the Beethoven para-

digm. For a prominent recent example, see Mark Evan Bonds, After Beethoven: Imperatives of Originality in

the Symphony, Cambridge, Mass. 1996.
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